Shining a Light on the Dark Web

The last trimester, students from across CINA’s research portfolio participated in the Student Grand Challenge (SGC), a tabletop exercise that simulated a mass shootings event and was based on a hypothetical set of facts borrowed from recent real-world events. Using an experiential learning approach, the event’s purpose was to push the limits of what can be done under pressure, while providing students with an opportunity to critically think and address complex homeland security challenges. Students worked in teams, with members representing a range of academic disciplines, to develop a plan to mitigate the event and report out on the session.

"Students from 51 different colleges and universities presented their work through the Student Poster Session at the 2021 COE Summit, where she presented her research andragogy and content for the summit," said CINA Director, Maj Gen Randy Kee. "We appreciate the opportunity to host this summit as it provided excellent networking opportunities with our academic and industry partners. Thank you to all who supported and attended the summit, and our high expectations for the future are the product of a dedicated and highly capable team at CINA, DHS, and our collective partners. We look forward to continuing to collaborate and meet the challenges to come."